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“I think artists deserve to own their work. I just feel very passionately about that.”

Abstract

Taylor Swift released six chart-topping albums during the tenure of her first recording contract with Big Machine Records, LLC. Upon expiry of the initial contract, Swift made a new home with Republic Records and contracted for her retained ownership of the masters for future works. Soon after, the masters to Swift’s first six albums were sold to an investment fund, preempting Swift from ownership. In an effort to regain control over her life’s work, Swift launched an initiative to re-record each of her first six albums. This note argues that copyright laws enforce a pervasive power dynamic between musicians and record labels, preventing artists from meaningful ownership over their creative accomplishments. Just as the methods for music production and consumption have evolved over time, the laws governing music copyright should evolve accordingly.
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I. I WROTE DOWN OUR SONG: A HISTORY OF MASTER RECORDINGS AND RELATED RIGHTS

“What do you sing on your drive home?”

A. The History of Recorded Sounds

Thomas Edison, the man of a thousand patents, laid the foundation for music recording and reproduction with the advent of the phonograph in 1877. Edison wrapped tinfoil around a cylindrical, rotating drum. As it rotated, the drum made contact with a metal stylus, which moved in response to an operator speaking into a diaphragm on the other end. The movement of the stylus on the tinfoil vibrated the diaphragm, driving air in and out of the mouthpiece, recreating the inputted sound. Though the resulting “Mary had a little lamb” was barely audible, Edison technically

---

2. TAYLOR SWIFT, Mad Woman, on FOLKLORE (Republic Records 2020).
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
managed to be the first to reproduce a recorded sound with this tinfoil contraption.\footnote{Beardsley & Leech-Wilkinson, supra note 3.} Alexander Graham Bell and Charles Tainter upgraded Edison’s tinfoil materials with a hard-wax phonograph, improving sound quality tremendously.\footnote{Id.}

The technology evolved over the next few decades when Emil Berliner developed the gramophone in the late 1880s.\footnote{Id.} Simpler to playback and capable of cheap mass production, the gramophone played sound through the creation of metal discs with etched grooves, which could be easily copied and reproduced by creating a negative version with ridges mirroring the original grooves.\footnote{Id.} The first “celebrity” gramophone recordings featured the voices of the Imperial Russian Opera at the start of the 20th century.\footnote{Id.} The use of the hard-wax masters became popular with American recording studios shortly after and remained the preferred method until the early 1920s when two engineers at Bell Telephone Labs developed a method for recording that used purely electronic components.\footnote{Id.} This method of recording, capable of producing clearer sound than the aforementioned mechanical varieties, enabled record companies to capture more of the musician in the studio.\footnote{Stewart Hilton, The History of Recorded Music, MUSICAL U, https://www.musical-u.com/learn/history-of-recorded-music/ [https://perma.cc/KJV7-M9MZ] (last visited Mar. 2, 2023).}

The age of vinyl commenced in the 1950s and dominated through the 1980s until CDs replaced vinyl LPs.\footnote{Id.} In the midst of this, sound recordings first entered into copyright law in the 1970s.\footnote{Id.} Prior to February 15, 1972, individual state laws dictated copyrights for sound recordings.\footnote{Id.} The Copyright Act of 1976 provided the basic framework for modern copyright laws.\footnote{Copyright Law of the United States (Title 17), U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., https://www.copyright.gov/title17/ [https://perma.cc/K8M3-2TEU] (last visited Mar. 28, 2023).}
B. Music Recordings Today

Today, every song has two copyrights: one for the sound recording and one for the composition. A “master recording” is a song or performance’s official, original sound recording. Music critic Dan DeLuca opined that masters are “the most authentic superior sonic account of the song. Everything else is a copy, and after that, in the digital world, a copy of a copy.” These master recordings are commonly referred to as “masters” and can be played back and reproduced. Ownership of an artist’s masters furnishes legal rights to license the recordings to third parties and collect royalties on any such licensing.

When signing recording artists, music labels will leverage the master rights to recordings for a finite time period with the opportunity for a full-time career as a musician. In exchange for the rights to the artist’s master recordings, music labels will provide the artist with an advance payment, recoupable against the royalties earned from sales. The allure of the advance, and the potential for a promising career, often overshadow the negative and restrictive implications that come with signing away the rights to an artist’s masters. Once under contract, artists cannot release records with another label and forfeit ownership of the recording made under contract to the record label. Often, the reassignment of master recording rights accompanying recording contracts lasts perpetually.

Generally, a copyright grants authors the rights to reproduce the work, prepare derivative works, distribute copies of the work, publicly perform the work, and publicly display the work. The owners of master

19. Id.
22. Bloom, supra note 18.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Id.
recordings have no public display rights and a limited public performance right.28

Master recording rights are distinct and separate from the publishing rights accompanying the musical work, including the notes, lyrics, and melody.29 These composition rights are vested in the songwriters, producers, and publishers of a given song.30 These stakeholders have the exclusive right to control the reproduction and redistribution of the work, as well as the right to perform the work publicly.31 Record labels and music publishers typically favor the master recording rights to the detriment of the author’s publishing rights because these entities make more money from the recordings than the publishing.32

The copyright for a master recording cannot be used in substitution for the copyright of the musical work.33 Similarly, composition rights protecting the underlying musical work cannot protect the recorded performance of a given composition.34

II. THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A MAD WOMAN: TAYLOR SWIFT’S DECISION TO RE-RECORD HER FIRST SIX ALBUMS

“He’s got my past frozen behind glass, but I’ve got me.”35

A. The Fallout

The love story between Taylor Swift (Swift) and music executives like Scott Borchetta of her former record label, Big Machine Records, LLC (Big Machine), was tainted by bad blood during the summer of 2019.36 In 2005, at the start of her career, Swift signed a contract with Big Machine, stipulating that the record company would retain ownership of

29. Id.; Bloom, supra note 18; Jenkins, supra note 15.
33. Anidi, supra note 31.
34. Id.
35. TAYLOR SWIFT, IT’S TIME TO GO, ON EVERMORE (DELUXE VERSION) (Republic Records 2020).
the master recordings for the length of a thirteen-year term, an ode to Swift’s favorite number.37 The contract also contained an “original
production clause,” which essentially prohibited Swift from making any future songs sound exactly like the original master recordings that Big Machine owned.38 The full contract remains private.39

During her tenure with Big Machine, Swift released six studio albums: Taylor Swift, Fearless, Speak Now, Red, 1989, and Reputation; Swift is credited as a songwriter or co-songwriter on each album.40 Swift won ten Grammys and earned thirty Grammy nominations for the work she authored and recorded during this time.41

Upon the expiration of the thirteen-year term of the Big Machine contract, Swift opted against renewing with Big Machine and instead made a “new home” at Republic Records and Universal Music Group.42 The new agreement provided that Swift would “own all of [her] master recordings . . . from now on”43 and reflected the shift in audience consumption mechanisms with an intentional focus on revenues from streaming services.44 For example, Swift specifically negotiated for the distribution of money to her when Spotify sells shares.45


43. Hautman, supra note 42.

44. See id. (“[Swift] pushed for Universal to agree that “any sale of their Spotify shares [will] result in a distribution of money to their artists” and it is “non-recoupable” against what those performers owe the label.”).

45. Id.

The deal went public on June 30, 2019, and Swift took to Tumblr, a blog platform she used to connect with fans (“Swifties”), to express her immense dissatisfaction with the deal; in fact, the sale of her masters to Braun was Swift’s “worst case scenario.”\footnote{49. Swift, supra note 47.} A very public scuffle ensued, and other well-known artists defended either Swift or Braun on social media, including Cher and Justin Bieber.\footnote{50. Ellie Woodward, *Here Are All the Celebs Who’ve Spoken Out in Support of Taylor Swift After She Exposed Scott Borchetta and Scooter Braun Again*, BUZZFEED (Nov. 15, 2019), https://www.buzzfeed.com/elliewoodward/celebs-taylor-swifts-rift-with-big-machine-can-teach-us-about-record-contracts/ [https://perma.cc/ARY3-AYXD].}

The complications from the deal with Ithaca had only just begun. Because Swift did not own the rights to her masters, she could not perform a medley of her old songs as she planned to celebrate winning the “Artist of the Decade Award” at the 2019 American Music Awards (AMAs).\footnote{51. Taylor Swift, TUMBLR (Nov. 14, 2019), https://taylorswift.tumblr.com/post/189068976205/dont-know-what-else-to-do [https://perma.cc/A828-QZRS] (“I’m not allowed to perform my old songs on television because [Scott Borchetta and Scooter Braun] claim that would be re-recording my music before I’m allowed to next year.”).} Swift again took to Tumblr pleading with Swifties to “let Scott Borchetta and Scooter Braun know how [they] feel about this.”\footnote{52. Id.} Days before the performance, the executives announced they had “come to terms on a licensing agreement that approves their artists’ performances
to stream post-show and for re-broadcast on mutually approved platforms,” including the AMAs. Swift took the AMAs stage, donning a white shirt etched with the titles of the six albums she did not own the masters for.

B. The Re-Recordings

The terms of Swift’s original contract with Big Machine stipulated that she could not re-record any of her first five albums until November 2020. Swift’s sixth album could not be re-recorded until November 2022. Swift repeatedly and publicly expressed her genuine intent to re-record and re-release her original works once it was legal. Coincidentally around October 2020, seventeen months after acquiring them from Big Machine, Braun sold the six masters to an investment fund for over $300 million.

Shortly thereafter, Swift officially announced she was “rerecording all of [her] old music” on November 22, 2020, during a virtual acceptance speech at the AMAs as she was declared the 2020 “Artist of the Year.” However, the “original production clause” from Swift’s 2005 agreement with Big Machine provided that the re-recordings must sound distinguishable from the original masters.

On February 11, 2021, Swift announced that her “new version” of her second album, Fearless (Taylor’s Version), was finished. In the Instagram post’s caption, Swift added that her version of the album


54. Id. (noting that Swifties call these coy references to other Taylor Swift works “Easter Eggs”).

55. Smith-Muller, supra note 48.


57. Spanos & Wang, supra note 37.


60. Bowenbank, supra note 38.

included “6 never before released songs from the vault,” and she released Love Story (Taylor’s Version) later that same night.62 The full album, Fearless (Taylor’s Version), dropped on April 9, 2021.63 The release was Swift’s third number-one album in under nine months.64

On June 18, 2021, Swift announced that Red (Taylor’s Version) would drop on November 12, 2021.65 Again, Swift teased on Instagram that the re-recording would contain never-before-released songs “from the vault,” this time nine tracks, including a ten-minute version of All Too Well, a song many Swifties claim as one of Swift’s best works.66 Red (Taylor’s Version) became Swift’s fourth number-one album in sixteen months.67

Swift still has four original albums for which she has yet to release a Taylor’s Version. Swifties have speculated about which release is next, making expert utilization of the many “Easter egg” hints Swift herself has seemingly dropped along the way.68 Swift’s sixth studio album, Reputation, seems the least likely for re-release as recording contracts often require artists to wait at least five years after a project’s release date before even beginning to re-record.69 As such, Reputation’s November

62. Id.
69. Id.
2017 original release precluded Swift’s ability to re-record it any time before November 2022.

III. I PROMISE THAT YOU’LL NEVER FIND ANOTHER LIKE ME: COPYRIGHT TERMINATION LAW

“I’ve come too far to watch some namedropping sleaze tell me what are my words worth.”

A. Copyright Law Origins

Copyright law has roots in the United States Constitution, specifically in Article I, Section 8, Clause 8. The Founding Fathers reserved to the Legislature the power “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” Enactment of the United States’ first Copyright Act was even on the agenda of the U.S. Congress’ first convention in 1789. Accordingly, the Copyright Act of 1790 furnished copyright protections for “maps, charts, and books.”

Since 1897, the owner of a copyrighted musical composition has retained the exclusive right “to perform the work publicly for profit.” By 1914, the number of performers and performances showcasing copyrighted music was so burdensome that, negotiation for licensed use of the copyrighted materials was practically impossible. In response, the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers assembled to serve as a “clearing-house” for copyright owners and users to solve the problems associated with the widespread performance of licensed music.

The United States Copyright Office (USCO) provides that “[i]t is a principle of American law that an author of a work may reap the fruits of his or her intellectual creativity for a limited period of time.” The USCO also provides, in relevant part, that “in the case of sound recordings, [the owner of copyright has the exclusive right] to perform the work publicly

---

70. TAYLOR SWIFT, The Lakes, on FOLKLORE (DELUXE VERSION) (Republic Records 2020).
72. Id.
74. Id.
76. Id. at 4–5.
77. Id. at 5 (citing CBS v. Am. Soc’y of Composers, 400 F. Supp. 737 (S.D.N.Y. 1975)).
by means of a digital audio transmission.” Copyright claims are registered, and the USCO has recorded copyright-related documents. Despite the long-recognized importance of copyright protections, protection for sound recordings under federal copyright laws was not recognized until 1971.

Section 101 of the Copyright Act provides many relevant definitions for copyright law terms. Sections 102 through 105 of the Copyright Act shed light on the subject matter of copyright.

Exclusive rights afforded by copyright exist under Section 106 of the Copyright Act. Specifically, this section provides the music copyright owner with the rights to reproduction, adaptation, public distribution, public performance, and public display.

B. Theories of Copyright Law

Several theories justify copyright law protections. Two, in particular, are geared specifically toward creators and authors of works.

Incentive theory, for example, serves as a utilitarian justification for copyright law. Under incentive theory, one believes copyrights are necessary to solve the problem of public goods. Public goods are “non-rivalrous” (meaning that they can be enjoyed by an unlimited number of people) and “non-excludable” (meaning that once they are made available to one consumer, it is challenging to prevent other consumers from gaining access to them).

Music on a streaming platform would qualify as a non-rivalrous and non-excludable good. Incentive theory is purely consequentialist, believing that creators must receive intellectual

79. Id.
80. Id.
83. Id. §§ 102–105.
84. Id. § 106.
85. Id. § 106(1).
86. Id. § 106(2).
87. Id. § 106(3).
89. Id. § 106(5).
90. See Jeanne C. Fromer & Christopher Jon Springman, Copyright Law Cases and Materials 10 (Jeanne C. Fromer & Christopher Jon Springman, eds., vol. 5 2023) (stating that the utilitarian justification for copyright provides “that copyright contributes to the ‘progress of Science’ by maintaining adequate incentives to engage in the production of new artistic and literary works.”).
92. Id.
property protections to incentivize them to create their works. An incentive-minded individual would think that a potential author might not spend all the time and money required to write a book or make a movie if others could freely make and sell copies.

Personality theory, on the other hand, views creative works as personal manifestations of an author’s personhood. Under personality theory, authors have a continuing relationship and bond to their works and should be able to prevent any unapproved changes. With this frame of mind, “[t]he originator of ideas should then be entitled to personal and control over their reputation and dignity under the joint forces of law and creativity. Essentially, an individual’s personality traits are further ‘materialized’ as visual or tangible creative property.” Moral rights derive from personality theory, including “an author’s rights to be credited for her work, to protect the integrity of her work, to determine when to publish a work, to demand that a work be returned, to be protected from excessive criticism[,] and to collect a fee when a work is resold.”

C. The Judiciary and Copyright Law

The Supreme Court has addressed many copyright-related questions, opining that copyright law aims to “stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good.” In 1879, the Court set forth the “Idea/Expression Dichotomy” principle in its Baker v. Selden ruling, which provided that copyright only protected the expression of an idea rather than an idea itself. The sentiment translates to Section 102(b) of the Copyright Act, which states, “[i]n no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in

93. Id.
94. See id. (“To maximize social welfare, the government must somehow create an incentive for the novelist to write novels.”).
95. Id.
96. See FROMER & SPRINGMAN, supra note 90, at 15 (“[B]ased on the view that ‘to achieve proper self-development—to be a person—an individual needs some control over resources in the external environment.’”) (citation omitted).
99. Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975).
which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.”

The Court clarified that a copyright’s originality level requires independent creation and a modicum of creativity because copyrights intend to protect “the fruits of intellectual labor.” This sentiment is reflected in Section 102(a) of the Copyright Act, stating that the protections are for “original works of authorship.” The elements of originality, notably, do not require novelty, just that the idea originated with the author.

In *Eldred v. Ashcroft*, the Court upheld that the constitutional authority of Congress to “prescribe the duration of copyrights” for a “limited time” permitted enactment of the 1998 Copyright Term Extension Act (CTEA), which extended the term of copyrights to “life [of the author] plus 70 years” from the previous life plus fifty years standard.

**D. Copyright Termination**

The termination of a transferred copyright, made pre-January 1, 1978, is governed by Section 304 of the Copyright Act. The section provides that:

[T]he exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a transfer or license of the renewal copyright or any right under it . . . may be effected at any time during a period of five years beginning at the end of fifty-six years from the date copyright was originally secured, or beginning on January 1, 1978, whichever is later.

For more modern creations, the language governing the termination of a transferred copyright made after January 1, 1978, is found in Section 203 of the Copyright Act. Section 203 of the Copyright Act provides that:

[T]he exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a transfer or license of copyright or of any right under a copyright, executed by the author . . . [may be terminated] at any time during a

---

102. *In re Trade-Mark Cases*, 100 U.S. 82, 94 (1879).
104. *Trade-Mark Cases*, 100 U.S. at 94.
107. *Id.* § 304(c)(3).
108. *Id.* § 203.
period of five years beginning at the end of thirty-five years from the date of execution of the grant.109

Essentially, authors who assign a copyright after 1978 can reclaim the copyright, terminating the assignment after thirty-five years have passed since assignment. Authors have a five-year window from assignment to do this, meaning from thirty-five to forty years after assignment. Notice of such termination shall be executed, in writing, “not less than two or more than ten years before” the thirty-five-year mark,110 meaning from twenty-five to thirty-eight years after assignment. The USCO must have a record of the copy of notice before the effective date of termination.111

Termination rights are not alienable, as specified in Section 203(a)(5), which says “[t]ermination of the grant may be effected notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, including an agreement to make a will or to make any future grant.”112

Congress created a termination right for copyright law intending to protect creators against “unremunerative transfers . . . resulting in part from the impossibility of determining a work’s value until it has been exploited.”113 The right of termination empowers recording artists and songwriters to regain control of their works by renegotiating contracted agreements or entering into entirely new agreements.114 Such an opportunity effectively gives creators a second chance at a better deal.115

109. Id. § 203(a)(3).
110. Id. § 203(a)(4)(A).
111. Id.
113. Ray Charles Found. v. Robinson, 795 F.3d 1109, 1112 (9th Cir. 2015) (citing H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 124 (1976)).
IV. ARE YOU READY FOR IT?: MASTER RECORDING RIGHTS DURING THE AGE OF STREAMING SERVICES

“Is it romantic how all my elegies eulogize me?”

A. The Streaming Revolution

Revenue from sales of recorded music increased each year from 2015 to 2021. This recent growth can be attributed to a number of things, including a rise in piracy in the 2010s as consumers moved away from physical record consumption and the resulting popularity of streaming services for music consumption, like Spotify and Apple Music.


---

120. Id.
pure album sales and 142.98 million on-demand streams during its first week in 2021. Swift also released Red (Taylor’s Version) in 2021, which sold 369,000 copies and racked up 303 million streams in its first week.

Globally, streaming services accumulated $13.4 billion in revenue in 2020, most of which attributes to paid monthly or annual subscriptions. Spotify operates using a “freemium” business model, characterized by two different tiers of users; the first tier allows users to consume music on Spotify at no cost with advertisements, and the second tier requires a paid subscription for advertisement-free streaming. Spotify generates revenue from the advertisements viewed by first-tier users and subscription payments made by second-tier users.

The number of subscribers to streaming services grew by 109.5 million in 2021. The ever-expanding audience of streaming services demands a catalog that grows accordingly. To keep up with the needs of its consumers, Spotify sees a new track uploaded to its platform every 1.4 seconds, meaning Spotify adds roughly 60,000 new tracks every day. An evolving understanding of the law that governs music copyright should mirror this robust evolution of music consumption.

B. The New Value of Music

The shift in the method of music consumption has fundamentally changed how music is valued. While in the past, album sales were the leading indicator of a particular album’s success, the current metrics

swifts-first-week-lover-sales-total-is-a-big-deal/?sh=3f33264b749c
126. Sisario, supra note 64.
127. Heanue, supra note 117.
129. See E. Jordan Teague, Saving the Spotify Revolution: Recalibrating the Power Imbalance in Digital Copyright, CASE W. RESERVE J.L. TECH. & INTERNET 207, 222 (2012) (discussing Spotify’s revenue which is funded through advertising and subscriptions).
emphasize repeat streams or downloads to popular playlists. Today, a stream counts only when the listener has consumed the track for at least thirty seconds, regardless of the total time duration of the track. This tracking mechanism may disadvantage genres and creators with longer works or works with longer introductions.

Spotify and Apple Music use a “pro rata” model for determining monetary payout from their streaming services. This model pays right-holders according to market share—how their streams stack up against the most popular songs in a given time period. It follows, then, that the most revenue is available for the stakeholders with the rights to the most listened-to tracks. Spotify’s Chief Economist, Will Page, notes that the model, while perceived as “inherently objective and fair,” does not account for “different user behaviors.” While the model values each stream in the same way, the model also provides a significant advantage to the most popular music stars.

C. Legislative Reform

In response to the digital revolution of music, Congress has considered over 120 proposed amendments to the Copyright Act and ultimately adopted the 1995 Digital Performance Rights in Sound Recordings Act (DPRSRA), the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), and the 2018 Music Modernization Act (MMA).

The 104th Congress enacted the DPRSA as an amendment to Title 17, the Copyright Act, that “provide[s] an exclusive right to perform sound recordings publicly by means of digital transmissions.” A great deal of debate surrounded H.R. 2576 and S. 1421, the proposed bills from Representatives Hughes and Berman and Senators Hatch and Feinstein,

133. Music Streaming and Its Impact on Composers & Songwriters, supra note 32.
134. Id.
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Id.
respectively, that would later become the DPRSA. In an effort to come to an agreement, Representative Hughes hosted a roundtable with music industry representatives for songwriters, performers, unions, performing rights societies, music publishers, and record companies.

The roundtable of stakeholders drafted a consensus agreement that prioritized the creation of “a compensation system for performance of sounds recordings that are distributed by commercial subscription audio services.” The consensus agreement also included an exclusive right to authorize digital performance by subscription services. The DPRSRA was formed after review of the consensus agreement, and it serves two main purposes: to create a right to perform sound recordings publicly “by means of a digital audio transmission” and to confirm that certain digital transmissions, known as digital phonorecord deliveries, implicate copyrights in musical works and sound recordings and are subject to the compulsory mechanical license. Phonorecords, as defined by the Copyright Act, are “material objects in which sounds, other than those accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work, are fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”

President Clinton enacted the DCMA in 1998, which amended existing copyright law to address the relationship between copyright and the internet that was developing at the time. The DMCA contained three main updates, and most notably for music in the streaming age, “encourage[d] copyright owners to give greater access to their works in digital formats by providing them with legal protections against unauthorized access to their works.”

In 2018, Congress signed the MMA into law in an attempt to overhaul outdated legislation and address the modern needs of sound recording

142. Id.
143. Id.
144. Id.
146. See id. § 115(1)(A) (“A person may by complying with the provisions of this section obtain a compulsory license to make and distribute phonorecords of a nondramatic musical work, including by means of digital phonorecord delivery.”).
149. Id.
The Music Modernization Act addressed the impact of streaming services on publishing royalties by creating a new collection society, the Mechanical Licensing Collective, Inc. (MLC), which issues licenses to streaming services, collects royalties from those services, and distributes those royalties to artists. The MLC also creates a public database that logs information for musical works and their owners.

D. Judicial Interpretation

The shift to the use of streaming services has also prompted litigated issues. In *Yoakam v. Warner Music Group Corp.*, Warner Brothers Records (WBR) removed Dwight Yoakam’s, a country artist’s, earliest tracks, approaching the thirty-five-year termination benchmark, from streaming services because they did not want to run the risk of distributing music recordings they did not control. In doing so, Yoakam argued that WBR prevented him from earning on those tracks because he could not partner with another label or distributor in the meantime. In his complaint, Yoakam contended that:

> Every hour that Mr. Yoakam’s works are absent from the marketplace, as a result of Mr. Yoakam’s inability to exploit the works due to Defendants’ false ownership claim and Defendants’ refusal to exploit Mr. Yoakam’s works, Mr. Yoakam is financially damaged. Mr. Yoakam is unable to earn royalties on these works, his fans are unable to listen to these works, and his streaming count, a quantifier that directly impacts the known value of a song, is detrimentally impacted.

V. THESE THINGS WILL CHANGE: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COPYRIGHT TERMINATION REFORM

Holding musicians to copyright transfers, made at the conception of their career, for decades until their statutory termination rights mature does not advance the aim of copyright law in allowing “an author of a
work [to] reap the fruits of his or her intellectual creativity”, especially when the exercise of the termination rights as they exist is unduly burdensome. Further, the payment schemes for streaming platforms like Spotify have cheated creators and artists out of their fair share of profits.

Termination rights were enacted to protect authors and their heirs against unprofitable or inequitable agreements by allowing authors and their heirs to share in the later economic success of their works. The rapid growth in popularity of streaming services has significantly changed the way artists receive compensation for music consumption, and their rights to terminate agreements entered pre-success should change accordingly.

A. Termination Rights Are Too Complicated to Exercise

Attempting to exercise termination rights, as they currently exist, often poses complications for musicians. The many eligibility and timing requirements imposed by Section 203 create significant hurdles to overcome. These hurdles lead musicians to “lengthy and expensive litigation” in pursuit of the rights to their own work.

A class action complaint, for example, filed in the Southern District of New York, alleged that:

[W]hile the Copyright Act confers upon authors the valuable “second chance” that they so often need, the authors of sound recordings, in particular, who have attempted to avail themselves of this important protection have encountered not only resistance from many record labels, they have been subjected to the stubborn and unfounded disregard of their

156. *A Brief Introduction and History*, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ1a.html; see also Dylan Gilbert, *It’s Time to Pull Back the Curtain on the Termination Right*, PUB. KNOWLEDGE (Dec. 5, 2019), https://publicknowledge.org/its-time-to-pull-back-the-curtain-on-the-termination-right (“Many artists enter into deals . . . [that] involve [them] granting or licensing the copyright in their work to these business partners for lengthy periods of time; sometimes these transfers are legally binding forever.”).


158. See Gilbert, *supra* note 156 (“[T]he termination right offered artists and their heirs a fair shot at ending unfair contracts by reclaiming their rights.”).

159. See generally 17 U.S.C. § 203 (detailing the conditions and effects of an author’s termination of transfers and licenses).

rights under the law and, in many instances, willful copyright infringement.161

The notice element required for termination under Section 203, in particular, has prompted litigation. In Yoakam v. Warner Music Group Corp., Dwight Yoakam (Yoakam), a successful country music singer and songwriter, served notice of termination for several singles on his record label, WBR, exactly thirty-five years from the date of the work’s publication.162 The notice was served on February 5, 2019, which proved problematic as the earliest eligible date for termination service for the notice mistakenly listed the singles provided by Yoakam as January 31, 2021.163 Because Section 203(a)(4)(A) of the Copyright Act requires a two-year minimum notice period, the service fell five days short according to Yoakam’s own listed “effective date of termination” provided in the notice.164 Yoakam alleged that the error in listing the effective termination date was “inconsequential and harmless” under the harmless error doctrine in 37 C.F.R. § 201.10(e) as he intended effective termination to be the correct date of February 5, 2021.165 The District Court for the Central District of California ultimately applied the harmless error doctrine to the issue and excused Plaintiff’s error in communicating the effective date in the notice of termination.166

Artists have also encountered disputes over ambiguity in the meaning of “work for hire” in the music industry context.167 In Johansen v. Sony Music Entertainment Inc., plaintiff David Johansen (Johansen) released five albums with Sony Music Entertainment Inc. (Sony) after entering a recording agreement on or about 1978.168 Johansen served a notice of termination to Sony on June 15, 2015, and two years later, on June 14, 2017, Sony sent a letter of refusal to Johansen.169 The letter cited that:
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(a) “the Works are works made for hire,” and thus not subject to termination; (b) “the [n]otice does not adequately identify the specific grant David Johansen seeks to terminate, as the [n]otice broadly makes reference to all grants or transfers of copyright in and to certain sound recordings including, without limitation to the grant dated in or about 1984 between the recording artist David Johansen and Blue Sky Records/CBS, Inc.”; (c) Sony is unaware of any grant made in 1984, and “to the extent that any grant was made,” the grant was made before 1978 and thus 17 U.S.C. § 203 does not apply; and (d) to the extent there was a grant in 1984, termination could not be effected before 2019.170

In his demand for trial by jury, Johansen argued that the term “work for hire” could not encompass sound recordings, citing the defined terms of Section 101 of the Copyright Act.171 If an artist were deemed an employee of the music publisher, all of the rights to the work created by the artist would be under the ownership of the employer.172 The definition in Section 101, according to Johansen, did not include sound recordings as being one of the types of works that can be made for hire.173 The section instead defines “work made for hire” as work either:

1. a work prepared by an employee within the scope of his or her employment; or
2. a work specially ordered or commissioned for use as a contribution to a collective work, as a part of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, as a translation, as a supplementary work, as a compilation, as an instructional text, as a test, as answer material for a test, or as an atlas, if the parties expressly agree in a written instrument signed by them that the work shall be considered a work made for hire.174

Music publishers have, however, argued that because Section 101 lists compilations as one of the categories, music albums qualify accordingly.175 Section 101 defines a “compilation” as “a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials or of data that

---
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are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.”

The statute of limitations has also been a litigated dispute related to copyright termination rights. In Scorpio Music (Black Scorpio) S.A. v. Willis, Victor Willis (Willis), the lead singer of the Village People, was challenged by his music publisher, Scorpio Music S.A. (Scorpio), after serving Scorpio with a Notice of Termination in January of 2011 of post-1977 grants of copyright on some of Willis’s works.

One of the issues that Scorpio alleged in their complaint was that Willis’s claim to the copyright in the compositions was somehow time-barred by the statute of limitations. Nevertheless, the District Court for the Southern District of California rejected this argument because Scorpio failed to explain why Willis should have been time-barred from asserting his rights under the law.

Contributing to the financial burden of copyright litigation, the Supreme Court has interpreted the phrase “full costs” as it appears in Section 505 of the Copyright Act expansively. The section reads:

In any civil action under this title, the court in its discretion may allow the recovery of full costs by or against any party other than the United States or an officer thereof. Except as otherwise provided by this title, the court may also award a reasonable attorney’s fee to the prevailing party as part of the costs.

In Rimini Street, Inc. v. Oracle USA, Inc., the Supreme Court found that the best interpretation “[w]as that the term ‘full costs’ meant in 1831 what it mean[t] now: the full amount of the costs specified by the applicable costs schedule.” This interpretation means that “copyright cases will [be] longer and be more expensive to litigate” and that “it will be more difficult for victorious litigants to recover their non-increased costs.”
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Another noteworthy ownership battle, similar to Swift’s, took place between Prince and WBR, who released Prince’s first eighteen albums.\footnote{184} In 1993, in an act of defiance against WBR, as Prince began to feel he was losing artistic control over his work, Prince changed his name “in order to signal a fundamental severance from an identity he saw as a wholly owned commodity of Warner.”\footnote{185} The name change ultimately failed to make Prince’s contracts unenforceable, but Prince nevertheless continued his very public campaign against WBR.\footnote{186} Prince especially emphasized the power dynamics implicating his “freedom and his own artistic agency” as a black man in a recording contract with white executives.\footnote{187} Prince wrote “Slave” on his face in protest of his WBR contract and is quoted to have said “[i]f you don’t own your masters, your master owns you.”\footnote{188}

In 2019, a class action suit was filed on behalf of music artists and their estates against Universal Music Group (UMG), seeking $100 million for damages from the destruction of masters in the 2008 fire on the Universal Studios lot.\footnote{189} This fire is often referred to as “the biggest disaster in the history of the music business” because an estimated several thousand master recordings burned.\footnote{190} Many master recordings of unreleased material and outtakes were completely lost.\footnote{191} The Plaintiffs proffered that UMG attempted to minimize their error by “concealing the loss with false public statements.”\footnote{192}

UMG defended with the notion that because the label had full ownership over the master recordings, it had no obligation to split any of the insurance proceeds gained from the fire with the artists whose music
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the fire destroyed. UMG also argued that it did not breach their contracts with artists under an alleged bailment agreement, as UMG was not “bound to return the identical thing deposited.” UMG maintained a position that ownership of the masters provides full control over the masters and the ability to do anything with the recordings, even destroy them as UMG was under no “obligation to return the master recordings.” This position ultimately undermines the fact that artists can terminate the transfer rights bestowed upon the creator of the content after thirty-five years, as provided by the Copyright Act.

B. Artists Are Unfairly Compensated and Unable to Reap the Fruits of Their Intellectual Creativity

Many aspiring artists wield much power to the will of one of the three major American record labels: Universal Music Group, Warner Music Group, and Sony Music Entertainment. These three powerhouses made up 62.4% of global music revenue in 2016. The bargaining power record labels have over artists at the start of their careers may rise to the level of undue influence.

Undue influence occurs “when a fiduciary or confidential relationship exists in which one person substitutes his own will for that of the influenced person’s will.” Undue influence typically takes place behind closed doors with no witnesses. Major record labels wield immense power over the artists they are recruiting to sign because the labels have the resources and expertise to bring an artist’s creative dreams to fruition; contracting with one of these major labels increases the
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chances that an artist will become successful by helping them achieve creative and commercial success and building a long-term career. The three major record labels received partial ownership in Spotify in exchange for licenses to their sound recordings; combined, the three major record labels own about 18% of Spotify stock, while Merlin, the conglomeration of independent labels, owns about 1%. This transfer of equity seemed to be negotiated to account for a lower royalty rate for payments to artists based on Spotify streams, which Spotify itself is licensed to set.

Multiple recording artists, including Gwen Stefani, Radiohead, and Taylor Swift herself, have spoken out against Spotify and their low royalty payments by withdrawing their music from Spotify, at least temporarily. Swift said, “I’m not willing to contribute my life’s work to an experiment that I don’t feel fairly compensates the writers, producers, artists and creators of this music.” As evidenced in Figure 1 below, the complicated payout scheme Spotify employs resulted in an average monthly earning of $145,000 for the top ten most streamed albums in 2013. According to Spotify, it compensated Taylor Swift over two million dollars during the year leading up to her withdrawal from the app, although her record label contended she received less than $500,000.

201. See Driving Long-Term Creative and Commercial Success, INT’L FED. OF THE PHONOGRAPHIC IND., https://www.ifpi.org/our-industry/investing-in-music/ [https://perma.cc/U3Y4-NQWF] (“When artists choose to partner with a record company they benefit from the support of agile, highly responsive global teams of experts dedicated to helping them achieve creative and commercial success and building their long-term careers.”).


203. See Teague, supra note 129, at 221 (“In other words, the labels may have been happy with lower-than-fair royalty rates, since they stood to earn money from Spotify through other avenues.”).


In modern recording contracts, record labels fund the recording and promotion processes. In consideration for taking on those responsibilities, record labels become the sole owner, co-owner, or licensee of the copyrighted sound recording. The record label can distribute physical and digital albums for profit as an owner or licensee. Labels hold even more power because of the “360 deal” development that has swept the industry, as streaming services have replaced physical record sales as the “dominant revenue source for recorded music.” A 360 deal permits the label to share in all the revenue a signed artist generates, including concert ticket and merchandise sales and motion-picture acting. These 360 deals, also known as multiple rights agreements, have become the industry standard among major and independent record labels.

C. Proposed Solutions

While the challenges faced by artists wishing to terminate transferred copyrights have no clear solution, the music industry ought to take steps
to “restore fairness and functionality to the system for artists and licensees alike.”

The advent of streaming services has certainly revolutionized the method of music consumption by the consumer. The advent of streaming services has not, however, revolutionized the amount of creative effort and time put into conceptualizing today’s most popular music compared to that of twenty years ago. As such, artists should not suffer because technology has increased their reach and fan base.

In an ideal world, in order to rectify the financial exploitation of artists by streaming platforms, the three largest record labels should turn over their equity shares to artists. The distribution of the ownership shares to these record labels has directly impacted the amount of money that artists receive for the popularity of their music from royalties.

Other artists should follow in Taylor Swift’s re-recording footsteps. Swift’s decision to re-record her first six albums effectively devalues the third-party ownership of her original master recordings. It follows that the profits that had been accumulating from the streams of her original six albums are now hindered, as Swifties lean away from streaming the “stolen version” of the songs and loyally stream “Taylor’s Version,” encouraging others to follow suit. This move by Swift will hopefully encourage other artists facing similar battles for control over their masters to reclaim their music and produce re-recordings, where possible.

One would be remiss in failing to acknowledge the immense capital Swift needed to record, produce, market, and distribute entirely new recordings of her previous albums. Such an opportunity is not a realistic option for smaller artists stripped of master recording rights by a record label.

Therefore, I recommend that Congress amend the current procedures governing copyright termination in the Copyright Act to account for the impacts of the modernization of the music industry on smaller artists. Reframing the time period for termination rights should be a priority for legislators wishing to address this issue. The thirty-five-year waiting period required by the Copyright Act is too long for today’s music industry, especially considering how quickly streaming services revolutionized music consumption.

215. Gilbert, supra note 156.

Daniel Elk and Martin Lorentzon launched Spotify as a small start-up in 2008 in Stockholm, Sweden. Since its founding, Spotify has amassed 406 million users, including 180 million subscribers across 183 markets, making it the world’s most popular audio streaming subscription service. This transformation took place in just fourteen years. A record label’s legal hold over an artist’s transferred copyright can last more than twice as long a time period as this transformation. Artists should be able to make decisions in this digital age within a time frame shorter than thirty-five years because the entire industry could, theoretically, revolutionize several times during this period.

A significant period of time should still be attached to the transfer of copyright because record labels often assume great risks when signing new artists for music deals. It logically follows that not every artist signed to a record label will make huge profits for the label and succeed in album sales or streaming. Therefore, the termination of the transfer of copyright to a record label should not be able to happen instantly. Instead, record labels and artists should reach a compromise in formulating a new time period for copyright termination. Inspiration for this compromise should come from other areas of intellectual property law which serve the same or similar goals in advancing and protecting creativity.

Congress should consider an approach for copyright termination that more closely aligns with the time period for the expiration of patents. Patents grant “the patent holder the exclusive right to exclude others from making, using, importing, and selling the patented innovation for a limited period of time.” Patent protection serves to advance the same purpose as the copyright protection from Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the U.S. Constitution. Patents expire twenty years after the filing date and then the patented material is available for public use. Amending the copyright termination term to twenty years, like patents, instead of the current thirty-five-year term, provides an acceptable compromise for record labels who take risks when signing
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new artists. Additionally, the shortened time period advances both the incentive and personality theories of copyright law explored earlier.

The twenty-year-period would further advance the incentive theory because it still serves to deter unlawful distribution of public goods and would incentivize production because protections would still exist for creative works.

This period would also more significantly advance the personality theory. Seemingly, at the root of Swift’s discourse with her former record label and Scooter Braun over the rights to her masters was the personal connection she felt to the music she created and performed over her entire career. Permitting an artist like Taylor Swift to terminate the transfer of master recording rights, which she contracted for many millions of streams and dollars ago, sooner restores artists’ relationship with their works. The termination would also serve to alleviate the sense of exploitation Swift, and other artists felt with Spotify when paying out lower royalties in exchange for equity shares for the large record labels.

VI. LONG STORY SHORT, IT WAS A BAD TIME: CONCLUSION

“Long live the walls we crashed through. I had the time of my life with you.”

Taylor Swift’s decision to re-record her first six studio albums did much more than showcase the growth of the singer’s vocal range since her teens and provide Swifties with nostalgia. The re-recordings shed light on just how tough it is for even one of the world’s most popular and wealthiest artists to regain the rights to her master recordings. No exorbitant amount of money offered would enable Swift to reclaim her life’s work. The personal connection artists feel to their work serves as justification for reform in this field of copyright termination law.

The advent of streaming services has completely revolutionized the music industry and the way society consumes music. Just as music consumption has changed, the laws governing music copyright should change accordingly.

The power struggle will continue to pervade labels and artists in negotiating recording contracts. Protections must be implemented for artists who begin their careers by signing away the rights to their masters. Moreover, a balance must be struck among giving artists free rein to reclaim their masters, protecting record labels who make large expenditures, and taking risks on artists who do not ultimately return large profits.

Copyright termination law provides a getaway car for artists to reclaim their work after everything has changed, a reality Taylor Swift

223. TAYLOR SWIFT, Long Live, on SPEAK NOW (Republic Records 2010).
knows all too well. To avoid spilling teardrops on their guitar, artists should fearlessly fight for their wildest dreams. Taylor Swift chose to speak now and begin again with “Taylor’s Version.”